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Abstract. Due to the rise of Internet of Things networks, targeting vul-
nerabilities related to the limitation of resources in devices has increased.
Therefore, it is necessary to delegate encryption services to cloud and
fog platforms. Encryption as a Service (EaaS) provides all cryptographic
services to end-users to help them cope with their limited resources and
processing capabilities. This paper reviews the existing research on EaaS
platforms and categorizes them based on their underlying encryption al-
gorithm types. We also introduce different EaaS architectures based on
the location of the main components. To our knowledge, none of the
existing surveys in this field have covered the aforementioned features.
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1 Introduction

Cyberattacks are growing and improving daily, making researchers design and
deploy mitigation activities. One of these activities is cryptography [7, 8, 11]. In
previous decades, the cryptography processes were handled by the single remote
servers or the end-devices themselves. However, due to the limitations in device
resources in Internet of Things (IoT) devices, and the risk of being a single
point of failure when single servers are used, the researchers move toward ways
of providing cryptography services in a distributed environment [20, 8]. Hence,
Encryption as a Service (EaaS) emerged.

several surveys have reviewed the research on EaaS [10, 13]. However, they
do not cover recent works as they are relatively old, and none have discussed
the advantages and disadvantages of different architectures of EaaS. This paper,
first, gives the background concept of EaaS, then explains the various architec-
tures of an EaaS platform, and finally, categorizes the reviewed research based
on the underlying encryption type. The paper in question has made several note-
worthy contributions to the field of EaaS. Firstly, it has undertaken a review of a
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broad range of research studies related to EaaS, highlighting and discussing the
various challenges faced in the field. Secondly, the authors have identified four
general architectures for EaaS, and have categorized the existing research work
based on these architectures. This has helped provide a better understanding of
the different approaches taken in the field of EaaS. Lastly, the authors have pre-
sented a categorization of EaaS platforms based on the types of encryption they
utilize. This has been particularly useful in identifying the encryption techniques
employed in EaaS platforms and has helped assess their efficacy and suitability
for different use cases.

2 Background

Making data only readable by legitimate users is called cryptography. The raw
data and a single or a pair of keys are passed to the encryption algorithm, and a
ciphertext is obtained. The ciphertext can be converted to the original raw data
during decryption only when the related key(s) are available. Therefore, the
data owner can share the associated keys for decrypting data with only those
permitted to read [1].

Providing cryptography services and all of the main processes as a cloud
service is called EaaS. All the EaaS platforms do not have the same components;
however, we can say that the main components, which can also be called as
crypto components, are (1) general manager, (2) key manager, (3) encryptor, and
(4) decryptor. The general manager is responsible for managing a request from
when it is received until it is responded to. The processes under its management
contain choosing an appropriate key manager, encryptor, or decryptor for a
request, and checking users’ authorities. The key manager components create
appropriate keys and handle all the related processes. Finally, the encryptor
and the decryptor components receive related keys and perform encryption and
decryption on a given data. The sequence diagram shown in Figure 1 indicates
how different components communicate to serve a cryptography request.

We can see in Figure 1, that an end-device, which is the data owner, wants
to share it on a public cloud, but safely, only specific devices can read. In Step 1,
the raw data and the algorithm type are sent to the general manager component.
Once received, the general management component checks the status of available
key managers, selects one, and sends the algorithm type toward it (Step 2). When
the selected key manager receives the algorithm type, the keys are generated
based on it and sent back to the general manager (Step 3). Then again, the
general manager selects an appropriate encryptor, and sends the raw data and
the generated key(s) toward it through step 4. When the encryption process
is complete, the encrypted data (i.e., ciphertext) is sent back to the general
manager and forwarded to the data owner (Step 5 and Step 6). The data owner
can now share the encrypted data on the public cloud in Step 7. When another
device attempts to access shared data on the public cloud, the encrypted data is
sent to the general manager, which follows similar steps if authorized to access
it. The only difference is that a decryptor component is now involved instead of
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Fig. 1. A diagram illustrating the sequence of events in a simple EaaS system designed
for sharing encrypted information.
This Figure shows how different components communicate to serve a cryptography request. The data owner shares
the raw data and algorithm type with the general manager, who selects a key manager to generate the keys. Then, an
encryptor encrypts the data and sends it back to the owner. Other devices can access the data if they have permission.
A decryptor component is involved in the process of reading the encrypted data. Backup crypto components are
sometimes used to avoid a single point of failure.
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an encryptor. It must be noted that not to have a single point of failure, and
some platforms use backup crypto components too [22].

3 EaaS Architectures

Different architectures have been proposed for EaaS platforms. The location of
crypto components varies in other architectures. These three layers can host
the entities: (1) device layer, (2) cloud layer, and (3) fog layer. The devices on
the device layer have limited resources and cannot execute complex processes.
The nodes on the cloud layer are physical or virtual systems that function as
cloud nodes. These nodes are rich resources, can do complex processes, and offer
big storage spaces to users. The nodes on the fog layer are near the edge and
are considered intermediary nodes. We can categorize the EaaS architectures
currently proposed by the researchers into four categories based on the location
of their crypto components. We use the term ”Full” to indicate that none of
these components are located on the device layer, and the cloud and fog layers
fully handle the processes. And on the other hand, the term ”Half” refers to
the architectures that use the end-devices as part of the cryptography process.
These categories are as follows [9]:

– Full-Cloud: This architecture contains only the cloud layer. This means
there is almost no limitation in the resources, and the cryptography service
can serve a wide range of end-devices. The EaaS platforms based on the
full-cloud architecture are easy to implement, and the request acceptance
ratio is high due to having almost no constraints on resources. However, as
the included nodes are located on the cloud layer, there may be a significant
delay in response.

– Half-Cloud: This architecture contains device and cloud layers. The end
devices must have the least required resources when a platform works based
on the half-cloud architecture. This is because these devices are also involved
in some cryptography processes. However, most platforms with the half-cloud
architecture do not make end-devices perform complicated tasks. As a result,
only simple ones are done by the device layer.

– Half-Fog: The half-fog architecture includes two layers, which are the device
and the fog layer. The devices that want to be served by EaaS platforms
under this architecture must have at least a specific amount of resources. In
some platforms, the end-devices under ”Half” architectures, the fog nodes
only decide the type of cryptography algorithm, and generate the related
key(s). The end-devices perform the other processes by themselves [4].

– Half-Cloud-Fog architecture: In this architecture, the EaaS platform’s
key components are distributed across three layers. This architecture is a
hybrid of half-cloud and half-fog. Not all EaaS platforms in the ”Half” cat-
egory require end-devices to perform cryptographic tasks. Some platforms
ask for only powerful devices to do them [24].

A summary of EaaS architectures and the researchers working on them are
presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. A comparison of different EaaS architectures and the research on each type.

Architecture Full-Cloud Half-Cloud Half-Fog Half-Cloud-Fog
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Reference [3, 23, 21, 5, 17] [22] [4, 12] [24]

4 Categorized EaaS Encryption Types

An EaaS platform can offer various types of cryptographic services, which can
be categorized as follows:

– Attribute-Based EaaS (ABEaaS): In normal encryption, the cryptog-
raphy features do not change in different cases. However, ABEaaS provides
a way to apply these changes based on user or environment attributes. The
ABEaaS platform proposed by [4] tries to cover as much end-devices as pos-
sible by suggesting the algorithms that the end-devices can perform.

– Homomorphic EaaS (HEaaS): Users may sometimes require specific op-
erations to access encrypted data, but may hesitate to do so due to privacy
concerns. Homomorphic Encryption as a Service (HEaaS) is a viable so-
lution. A recent research paper [5] presents an innovative HEaaS offering
specializing in cryptography services for encrypting and decrypting images.
With this HEaaS solution, users can perform operations on encrypted images
without needing to decrypt them, thus ensuring the privacy and security of
the data owner’s information.

– Searchable EaaS (SEaaS): This type of encryption is for situations, where
there is a need for searching a keyword in encrypted data without decrypting
it. A sample SEaaS is proposed by [18] for British telecommunication cloud,
making keywords with typo errors searchable. Searching for a specific key-
word within encrypted data may be necessary without decrypting the entire
dataset in certain scenarios. This is where a particular type of encryption
comes into play. The encryption method allows searching keywords within
encrypted data while keeping it secure. An example of such a service is the
SEaaS proposed by [18] for the British telecommunication cloud. This ser-
vice not only enables the searching of keywords within encrypted data, but
also allows for typos to be accounted for during the search process. This
approach ensures that the data remains secure, allowing for efficient and
accurate searchability.
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– Proxy Re-EaaS (PREaaS): This encryption type is for situations, where
two parties want to share encrypted data, but without sharing the keys used
for decrypting it. Some examples of these situations are when emails are
forwarded to others and when content is distributed. proposes a PREaaS
cite2019prasa to protect the data shared between the components of smart
grids. In this platform, the location of the proxy is changed to find which
one has the best performance. In this scenario, it becomes necessary for two
parties to share encrypted data without sharing the keys used for decrypting
it. This is where a specific encryption type comes into play. For instance, this
encryption type is quite valuable when emails are forwarded to others or
when a particular content is distributed. The primary goal of this platform
is to safeguard the data shared between the various components of smart
grids. To achieve this, the location of the proxy is altered to locate the one
with the best performance. This way, the data remains secure while ensuring
optimal performance.

– Quantum EaaS (QEaaS): In this encryption type, the concepts of quan-
tum mechanics are used for performing cryptography. When data is en-
crypted using this technique, the receiver can find out if illegal parties read
it because the photons are changed when they are read. proposes sample
work in this field cite2021qucras, where a QEaaS is designed for applying
security to the communications between aerial vehicles. This QEaaS con-
tains five layers, one for gathering data, another for presenting the physical
devices, one layer for performing quantum encryption, the fourth one for
communications, and the last one as the storing layer. In a recent research
paper, [14] proposed a QEaaS system to enhance communication security
between aerial vehicles. This QEaaS system comprises five key layers that
provide a comprehensive security solution. The first layer gathers the neces-
sary data, while the second is dedicated to the physical devices used in the
communication process. The third layer is the quantum encryption layer,
which applies advanced encryption techniques to ensure data confidential-
ity. The fourth layer handles the communication process, and the last layer
stores the data securely. Implementing this QEaaS system in aerial vehicles
makes it possible to ensure that all communication is secure and protected
against any potential threats. This can be especially important when sensi-
tive information must be transmitted between aerial vehicles.

A summary of the research in each category is presented in Table 2. There
is another category in this table, called General EaaS (GEaaS) for presenting
other types of EaaS than those mentioned.

5 Conclusion

This paper presents an all-inclusive summary of various EaaS platforms sug-
gested by researchers in the respective fields. We have categorized their architec-
ture into four classes, namely, Full-Cloud, Fog, Hybrid, and Edge. Additionally,
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Table 2. A summary of Review of Research on Varied Encryption types

Ref. Type Year Architecture Description

[3]
ABEaaS

2017 Full-Cloud Splitting ABEaaS into multiple sub-services.
[21] 2021 Full-Cloud Considering users’ identity as the attributes.
[4] 2022 Half-Fog Covering more devices by selecting optimal features.

[5]
HEaaS

2020 Full-Cloud Serving cryptography services for images.
[15] 2023 Full-Cloud Providing role-based HEaaS.

[18]
SEaaS

2019 Half-Cloud Handling typo errors in SEaaS searches.
[19] 2020 Half-Cloud Improving SEaaS using multiple threads for searching.
[6] 2023 Full-Cloud Improving SEaaS by probabilistic encryption.

[16]
PREaaS

2019 Full-Cloud Improving PREaaS by changing the proxy location.
[17] 2021 Full-Cloud Using elliptic curves to improve PREaaS.

[12]
QEaaS

2019 Half-Fog A testbed deploying QEaaS for beyond 5G networks.
[14] 2021 Full-Cloud A QEaaS platform for protecting aerial vehicles.

[24]
GEaaS

2019 Half-Cloud-Fog Protecting smart substations with Knapsack algorithm.
[2] 2020 Full-Cloud Changing encryption configurations using an agent.
[23] 2021 Full-Cloud Protecting traffic between Kubernetes pods.

we have investigated these platforms based on the encryption type they pro-
vide, such as symmetric, asymmetric, and homomorphic encryption. However,
EaaS platforms face two significant challenges: the availability of the compo-
nents and the trade-off between the number of covered devices and the service
performance. To address these issues, researchers have proposed various solu-
tions, including implementing a Full-Cloud-Fog architecture that combines the
benefits of both centralized and distributed architectures. Furthermore, utilizing
machine learning approaches such as deep learning and reinforcement learning
can also enhance the performance of EaaS platforms. These approaches can help
optimize the encryption algorithms and protocols and predict the components’
availability.
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